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Abstract 
 
This report proposes a model and survey instrument for assessing a destination’s competitiveness in the tourism 
market. The conceptualisation work and instrument, called the Destination Competitiveness Inventory (DCI), 
were derived as a result of field trips to Singapore, Japan and China to assess the competitiveness of Australia as 
a holiday destination from those three origin markets.   

A competitiveness model and evaluation instrument offer insights to destination marketing and destination 
management organisations. Understanding the competition is a mantra of the consumer goods and services 
industries, but in the tourism industry little attention is paid, even by large destination marketing organisations, 
to the activities and strategies of competing destinations. The DCI offers destination marketing organisation 
(DMO) the means to assess the strengths and weaknesses of its destination or precinct relative to its main 
competitors. Identifying the main factors that explain a country’s competitiveness has the potential of offering 
policy makers and destination marketing organisations strategic insights that could be implemented to enhance 
the appeal of the destination and generate further economic benefits to its citizens. 
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Summary 
 
More and more tourism destinations are seeking to understand how competitive they are. But unlike the local 
service station or video store, developing the means for assessing how you are faring against the competition is 
not easy. After all, tourists have, in theory anyway, the whole world to choose from when deciding on a holiday 
destination. 

This research article offers tourism practitioners a marketing tool that provides a destination marketing 
organisation (1) the means to evaluate how well it competes against its main competitors and (2) insights into 
ways to improve its competitiveness. Although the method was developed to evaluate competitiveness in the 
international tourism market, its principles can be applied equally well to state, regional and local destinations.  

The tool is called the Destination Competitiveness Inventory (DCI). Two conditions are required for 
destination marketers to utilise the instrument. First, you must be able to identify the main customer segments 
you seek to attract to your destination. Second, you must have access to travel intermediaries or tourism 
suppliers such as travel agents, inbound tour operators, tour wholesalers, or tour operators. Why do you need to 
survey such travel specialists? For two reasons. First, because they deal directly with consumer enquiries and 
therefore best understand the travel interests, needs and motivations of your destination’s potential customers. 
Second, because they best understand the destinations that your potential customers consider when choosing – or 
not choosing – your destination.   

The inventory contained in this report has been designed for use by national or state tourism organisations. 
However, the items can be readily altered to suit regional and local destination marketing organisations.  The 
researcher will be pleased to work with your destination to maximise the benefits this marketing tool offers. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The Appeal of Competitiveness 
The concept of competitiveness has been widely debated and argued, most notably in competition between firms 
mainly, and to a lesser extent, nations. Michael Porter (1990) has written extensively on competitiveness of 
nations, while economist Paul Krugman (1996) has been critical of the obsession with competitiveness. His view 
is that competitiveness is an attribute of companies, not of cities, regions, countries or continents. A special U.K. 
Government report explained the concept thus: 

“In defining competitiveness, the definition depends on the focus of interest. For a firm, for instance, 
competitiveness has been defined as “the ability to produce the rights goods and services of the right quality, at 
the right price, at the right time. It means meeting customers’ needs more efficiently and more effectively than 
other firms” (UK Government, cited by Begg 1999).    

The OECD has defined a nation’s competitiveness as “the degree to which it can, under free and fair market 
conditions, produce goods and services which meet the test of international markets, while simultaneously 
maintaining and expanding the real incomes of people over the long term” (ibid. p.798).  

The merits of determining destination competitiveness in tourism have been well defined by Smeral and Witt 
(2002): 

“An appropriate scheme to evaluate the overall competitiveness position of a destination in international 
tourism should form a sound basis for optimising the allocation of financial resources and analysing general 
marketing and supply strategies” (p.287). 

There are two broad approaches to conceptualising and evaluating the competitiveness of destinations. First, 
a generic model attempts to embrace all important factors that constitute competitiveness and these factors are 
then quantified, ranked and rated by a group of appropriate industry participants (DISR et al. 2001). The second 
approach involves evaluating the competitiveness of Country A relative to one or a number of other countries.  

In 2001, the World Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC) issued its first World Travel & Tourism 
Competitiveness Monitor, which is a databank of indicators and indices that provide a representation of the 
extent to which over 200 countries offer a competitive environment for Travel & Tourism development.  The 
upgraded and expanded Monitor is based on the results of collaborative research between WTTC and the 
Christel DeHaan Tourism and Travel Research Institute at the University of Nottingham. There are eight 
indicator indices: Price Competitiveness Index, Human Tourism Index, Infrastructure Index, Environment Index, 
Technology Index, Human Resources Index, Openness Index, and Social Index. The WTTC states that the aim 
of the Monitor is to “help government policy makers, industry, investors, academics and all other interested 
parties to recognise the crucial role they play in maximising the contribution of Travel & Tourism for the benefit 
of everyone and to ensure that development of the industry is sustainable” (WTTC 2003). 

Indeed, much of conceptual debate over the competitiveness of destinations links competitiveness with 
sustainability. Hassan (2000), for example, heavily influenced by governmental advisory work he undertook in 
Egypt, suggests in order to be competitive in the long-term, ‘major world-class destinations are diversifying to 
attract environmentally oriented tourist segments’ (Hassan p.239). He defines competitiveness as ‘the 
destination’s ability to create and integrate value-added products that sustain its resources while maintaining 
market position relative to competitors” (ibid, p.240).   

Crouch and Ritchie (1999) and Ritchie and Crouch (2000) adopt a similar approach.  Underlying their 
explanatory model is the belief that a destination’s sustainability is a precondition for that destination’s 
competitiveness. They apply the rather cumbersome title to their model of “destination 
competitiveness/sustainability (C/S) model”. Sustainability is measured along two dimensions: first, the actual 
success of the destination as measured by the contribution which tourism makes to enhancing the sustainable 
well-being of destination residents; and secondly, the extent to which the foregoing level of success has been 
achieved through an effective deployment of destination resources. The model (Ritchie & Crouch 2000) contains 
an exhaustive list of ‘subjective consumer’ and ‘objective industry’ measures across five dimensions of 
competitiveness and sustainability.   

Ritchie, Crouch and Hudson (unpublished) assert: “the most competitive destination is that which most 
effectively creates sustainable well-being for its residents.”  They argue that the “true measure” of destination 
competitiveness must be a combination of two dimensions: 
1. the actual success of the destination as measured by the contribution which tourism makes to enhancing the 

sustainable well-being of destination residents; plus 
2. the extent to which the foregoing level of success has been achieved through an effective deployment of 

destination resources. 
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      Since sustainability infers tourism planning and policy by governments, unencumbered by the commercial 
imperatives of private enterprises in tourism, models developed under the competitiveness-sustainability nexus 
credit governments with both the ability and the responsibility to ensure long-term sustainability and 
competitiveness.  Such an approach has obvious relevance and usefulness for small destinations like Switzerland 
and Barbados that possess one dominant natural tourism attribute. These destinations are geographically small in 
scale in which tourism policy is the responsible of the central government. This enables tourism resources to be 
managed relatively more easily and tourism policy to be administered more readily.  

For other destinations, the issue of responsibility for sustainability is less clear. Australia, for instance, has a 
massive land mass and numerous state and territory jurisdictions. Within each state, there are numerous regions 
with competing priorities and approaches toward tourism development.  The United States, also geographically 
large with a multi-tiered administrative structure, presently has no national tourism organisation and no federal-
level governmental body responsible for policy matters focusing on supply-side factors concerning inbound 
visitation. (In key overseas source markets, such as Japan, state administrations have their own representation for 
the promotion of tourism, as well as trade and investment.) Singapore, in stark contrast, is a small country (240 
square miles) with a central administration which has targeted tourism as a growth sector for the island state (see 
the Singapore Tourism Board’s Tourism 21: Vision of a Capital 1996). 

Dwyer, Forsyth and Rao (2000) examined the price competitiveness of 19 tourism destinations from 13 
countries. Using Australia as a base country, the paper compares the prices of a bundle of tourist goods and 
services in a range of competing destinations, through the development of indices of international price 
competitiveness.  Two major categories of prices are distinguished - those relating to travel to and from a 
destination (travel cost) and those relating to prices within the tourism destination (ground cost). Given the 
limited data available, a combination of Central Reservation System (CRS) and Internet-based travel agency 
airfare data were used. 

Economists Tsai and Wang (1998) examined the competitiveness of Taiwan vis-à-vis five ASEAN countries 
and Hong Kong for two major travel markets – Japan and the United States. Their mathematical model describes 
the way tourists allocate their foreign tourism budget among various destinations. “Since our main aim is to 
examine the relative competitiveness of Taiwan, we can only do so if we confine the sample to a given group of 
destinations (p.635)”. Interestingly, china’s open-door policy stood out as “the single most important factor 
responsible for the loss of Taiwan’s market share in the USA” (p.641). The authors acknowledged the lack of 
supply-side variables. 

Pearce (1997) undertook a competitive analysis of eight competitors of the Malaysian state of Sarawak 
employing quantifiable and qualitative variables. As useful as analysis might be, marketing academics might 
wonder at the usefulness of an approach that does not incorporate the perceptions and attitudes of existing and 
potential customers towards competing ‘products’.  

More recently, Smeral and Witt (2002) extended the work of Faulkner (1997), who developed a shift-share 
analysis for assessing the competitive position of a destination country. The authors investigated a wide range of 
origin and destination countries using market share and market growth to classify origin countries into four 
market types, ranging from performing to poor. A key finding was that destinations would more likely increase 
their market share if they focus on origin countries with above-average income elasticities rather on origin 
markets with above-average outbound growth rates. While this macro analysis of the international travel market 
assists national tourism organisations in identifying target markets it offers no insights into or explanation for a 
destination country’s competitive advantages or weaknesses vis-à-vis its competitors. For that purpose, a 
marketing-oriented model may be valuable. 
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Chapter 2 

Methodology 
 
The aim of this project is to investigate the competitive market environment in which Australia, as a tourism 
destination, competes in the international travel market.  Three key source markets for Australian inbound travel 
- Singapore, Japan and China - have been chosen as the field site for research.  Singapore and Japan are 
Australia’s two largest Asian markets (#2 and #5 overall) and China is Australia’s fastest growing market 
(Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources 2003). These three markets were chosen for three reasons:  
1. their overall importance for the Australian inbound industry,  
2. the relative ease of undertaking field research in three countries (Singapore and Japan are relatively small 

countries, while China restricts outbound travel to three population centres). 
The exploratory nature of the research topic demanded that a qualitative approach be adopted. The researcher 
undertook in-field research in Singapore and Japan in November/December 2000 and in China in March /April 
2002. The research included face-to-face interviews with travel industry representatives, data collection and 
information gathering. The interviewees included national tourism organisation (NTO) managers, Australian 
Tourist Commission managers, Australian state tourism organisation (STO) managers, travel agents, inbound 
tour operator representatives (Japan only) and travel media (Japan only).     

Assumptions of Model 
There are a number of assumptions that underlie the marketing-oriented approach to competitiveness adopted.   

First, national competitiveness in a tourism sense is most effectively measured against the attributes and 
performance of a country’s major competitors, rather than generically as in the case of economic performance 
rated by such organisations as IMD in its World Competitiveness Yearbook (IMD 2000).  Economic indicators 
are quantifiable measures of generic and tangible attributes and outcomes; private savings levels, exchange rate 
and R&D expenditures, for example, can be compared easily across countries. 

Ranking the competitiveness of nations as tourism destinations is an exercise in futility. There are no 
absolute competitive measures in tourism because travellers choose destinations for a complex battery of 
evaluative reasons: financial, personal, cultural, emotional or psychological. Does the lack of five-star hotels in 
the Maldives and the abundance thereof in the Caribbean make the latter destination more competitive than the 
former? For some travelling segments, the lack of carrying capacity of the Maldives is very attractive and the 
commercialisation of the Caribbean little short of abhorrent.  Similarly, the competitiveness of a national 
destination is heavily skewed by the geographical location of the country relative to potential and actual 
substantial source markets. It is safe to assume that Australia’s close proximity to Southeast Asia is a major 
factor in influencing Asians to travel ‘downunder’.  Many Asians, particularly those inexperienced in overseas 
travel, will choose Australia as a destination because it is the closest western experience. In other words, 
Australia competes against other western destinations for the inexperienced Asian traveller.  Similarly, Canada 
was the ninth most visited country in 2001 with 19.7 million arrivals (WTO 2002). The great majority of these 
visitors were from the United States, who were attracted by the short-distance (they can drive instead of fly in 
our post September 11 world) and weak currency.  

  Secondly, countries compete for customer segments, not for entire travelling populations. Destinations do 
not compete in a mass market. For geographical, cultural and historical reasons, Hawaii is heavily dependent on 
the Japanese and mainland USA market. The island competes against other destinations offering a similar 
experience to the one it offers.  In short, destinations compete against similar destinations for specific customer 
segments at different times.  

In Japan, for example, the British Tourist Authority has identified and targets six demographically defined 
consumer segments, such as double-income-no-kids couples (DINKS) and active seniors (aged 55-65).  
Similarly, the Australian Tourist Commission in Singapore has three main target segments:  families, young 
singles and DINKS.  A destination marketing organisation (DMO) that fails to identify and then target segments 
whose needs are satisfied by the destination are bound to fail.   

Thirdly, the competitiveness of a destination ultimately depends on its success in attracting a greater market 
share of visitors from its target markets than its competitors.  In other words, market share is the measure 
available to a DMO that most effectively assesses its success or otherwise in particular source markets. Though 
visitation can takes two forms, that is, number of visitors and number of visitor nights, the latter is the better 
gauge of market share since it more accurately reflects overall spending and hence economic benefit to the 
destination. As impressive as Canada’s No.9 ranking of the world’s most popular tourism destinations appears, 
the Canada Tourism Commission would place major importance on maintaining and increasing the share of its 
major market, the U.S. drive market. 
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Fourthly, competitiveness is complicated because some countries are powerful brands in their own right, 
while other destinations are a bundle of powerful sub-brands. China and New Zealand are two countries that 
belong to the former category, in the sense they possess generic images of history, culture and extraordinary 
economic development in the case of China and pristine natural wonders for New Zealand.  Destinations and 
attractions within their borders are of less affective relevance to potential visitors than their overall image. 
Australia is an example of a country destination whose appeal is formed by a composite of sub-brands, such as 
Sydney Opera House, Ayers Rock and the Great Barrier Reef.  Potential visitors to Australia are more influenced 
by the desire to see specific destinations and attractions than by the desire to visit Australia per se.  

(This dichotomy has implications for the formation of the consumer’s consideration set and thereby his or 
her decision process. As academic researchers, we need to understand how first-time visitors make choices when 
destinations in their consideration set are of both types, and what cognitive processes are involved when 
consumer make choices between national brands and sub-brands)  

Fifthly, competitiveness should not be confused with attractiveness. The competitiveness of a destination is 
not the same as the attractiveness of a destination, which is an antecedent of competitiveness. A destination can 
be highly attractive, as is Switzerland in the Japanese market (JTB Report 2000), but supply factors (e.g., air 
access, supply of hotel rooms) may weaken its competitiveness. (For research into destination attractiveness, see 
Hu & Ritchie 1993; Lew 1987; Gearing, Swart & Var 1974.) 

Sixthly, experienced travel industry professionals have substantial knowledge and understanding of their 
customers’ attitudes to and preferences for popular overseas destinations. These professionals are therefore able 
to assess the relative strengths and weaknesses of the destinations that their customers consider.  This approach 
has been adopted only once before in the tourism competitiveness literature (Faulkner, Oppermann & Fredline 
1999). 

Destination Competitiveness Inventory 
The inventory was fine-tuned and tested by the author during his field trips. The full inventory is shown in 
Appendix A. Respondents, who are travel industry professionals in each origin destination, are asked about their 
opinions about the merits of two overseas destinations in relation to one specific customer segment. For 
example, if the survey is undertaken in Japan, the respondents might be asked to rate Australia (‘Destination A’) 
versus Hawaii (‘Destination B’) in terms of their competitiveness in the Japanese honeymoon market (‘customer 
segment’). (Note that the instrument also allows for the honeymoon market to be divided into sub-segments 
according to experience (or benefit) sought.) 
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Chapter 3 

A Model for Destination Competitiveness 
 
The model is shown in Figure 1. Six sub-components of destination competitiveness are suggested. Collectively, 
these shape consumer attitudes to and images of destinations and impact on the consumer decision process. 
These features of the destination are also incorporated into marketing communication strategies undertaken by 
destination marketing organisations. The six categories are explained as follows. 
• Origin Attributes are factors that are specific to the source market. For example, many Asians travelling 

overseas for the first time seek a western experience. For that reason Australia enjoys high visitation from 
many Asian countries, particularly those in Southeast Asia. 

• Linkages refer to the links between two countries. These links can be business, ethnic, educational, foreign 
investment flows, as well as influence of the destination’s government on the government of particular 
source markets. (For example, the US government has greater leverage over the Japanese Government in 
matters of aviation policy and airline access than a country like Australia or Italy.) 

• Accessibility refers to the ease with which visitors can travel to and enter a country. It comprises eleven 
factors including number of gateways, visa requirements, and speed through customs. 

• Costs, as the name suggests, refers to costs associated with travel to a particular destination. Factors include 
exchange rate, cost of air ticket, land arrangement costs (in the case of group travel arranged by wholesalers 
or inbound operators), accommodation costs and so on.  

• Infrastructure relates to the extent and quality of facilities and processes necessary to attract and sustain 
visitation to a destination. Key factors include the quality and variety of accommodation available, theme 
parks, shopping, service quality and tour guides.  

• Attractors embrace a variety of natural and man-made features of a destination. Attractors can be classified 
as either generic or destination specific. Generic attractors are those features of a destination that would 
appeal to all visitors, regardless of purpose of travel; they comprise climate, natural wonders & scenery, 
friendliness of locals and good safety and security. Destination specific attractors include wildlife, culture, 
cuisine, history, events, and entertainment.  

Three variables form the core of the mode. These are explained as follows. 
• Consumer Perceptions and Attitudes refers to the view that consumers have of particular destinations. These 

views can take the form of awareness, value, safety image, and product knowledge. 
• Marketing Communication & Management refer to the elements that destination marketing organisations 

and, to a lesser extent, government policy makers, have over the advertising messages/images projected at 
source markets, e.g., disintermediated internet sites in the language of target market.  

• Outcomes are the quantifiable measures of a destination’s success in the international market place. These 
would include market share, annual visitation & growth, spending, and repeat visitation (The author 
acknowledges that consumer perceptions and marketing activities are but two factors influencing tourism 
demand. External factors such as income, distance, and foreign exchange rates have been excluded for 
reasons of parsimony.)  

Two other variables, treated as external to our marketing-oriented model, are also included in the model for the 
purpose of more closely approximating the reality of international travel:  
1. Economic & Political Environment, referring to such influences as income levels, exchange rate 

differentials, consumer confidence and international political environment and  
2. Travel Experience, of the destination being evaluated or similar destinations.  
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Figure 1: Marketing-oriented destination competitiveness model 
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Chapter 4 

Applying the Model to Destination Marketing Management 
 
We argue that competitive evaluation should be and can be an essential component of the marketing process 
instituted by destination marketing organisations. Figure 2 illustrates the process. The first stage of the process 
requires a destination product audit that identifies the destination’s main intangible (i.e. experiential elements) 
and tangible attractors (i.e. tourist infrastructure). The results of this audit are incorporated into the 
Competitiveness Inventory. The second stage of the process is the segmentation analysis undertaken by the 
destination marketing organisation. This is two-tier: the first, a conventional segmentation by geographic origin, 
and the second, classification by demographic characteristics. Once the segments have been identified, the DCI 
is applied to evaluate the destination’s competitiveness relative to its main competitors.  The findings from the 
inventory are then incorporated into consumer marketing and destination positioning strategies. 
 

Figure 2: DMO strategic marketing process 
 
 
 
 

Destination product audit

Segmentation analysis

Competitiveness inventory

Marketing communication strategy for source market 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Using the DCI 
This section offers ways of using the DCI for strategic marketing purposes. The results shown are for illustrative 
purposes only and an accurate evaluation can only be achieved by the method explained earlier.  

The core principle of the DCI is that, since destinations compete for target segments, the best means of 
understanding a destination’s relative competitiveness is to assess how it competes against its main competitors 
for each segment. This requires that, for example, Australia is compared against Hawaii for the Japanese 
honeymoon market. But Australia also competes against Italy, West Coast USA and other destinations. Fully 
implementing the DCI requires that the inventory is used to compared Australia and the Hawaii, and then 
Australia versus Italy, and so on. For illustrative purposes, the results of a comparison between the infrastructure 
of Australia and Hawaii in the Japanese honeymoon market are shown in Table 1. (This indicates Australia’s 
relatively weak position along this dimension.) 

 
Table 1: Australia’s performance against Hawaii in the Japanese honeymoon market  

in terms of infrastructure 
 

Infrastructure Australia 
Accommodation – quality 0 
Accommodation - variety 1 
Theme parks 1 
Shopping -1 
Airport  1 
Convention centres 0 
Ease of transportation in the destination -2 
Service quality -1 
Tour guides -1 

 
The DCI can be used in many ways. The example above is the DCI implemented in its purest form. While this 
method most accurately measures the competitiveness of a destination, it is, admittedly, time consuming. A more 
expedient means of calculation but less accurate or reliable in the mind of this author, is to compare a destination 
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against several competitors at the same time. This use may be valuable when an approximate competitiveness 
ranking is required.  

To illustrate, Table 2 lists the three main target segments in the Japanese outbound market, as identified by 
Australia’s national tourism organisation, the Australian Tourist Commission (ATC). The Destination 
Competitiveness Inventory (DCI) competitive can be used to assess Australia’s competitiveness in this segment 
against the main competitors identified. 

 
Table 2: Australia’s main target segments in Japan and respective competitors 

 
Segment* Main Competitors** 
Experienced female travellers Micronesia, Singapore, Hawaii, Thailand, Sth Korea 
New 50s China, Hong Kong, Italy, Switzerland, Taiwan, Canada 
Families Hawaii, Guam, US West Coast, Saipan 

Sources: * = ATC Market Profiles 2002 (CD-ROM)     ** = ‘JTB Report 2002’, JTB 
 
Table 3 details a subjective evaluation of Australia’s competitiveness in the family market for each of these three 
destinations. A score of ‘0’ indicates no competitive advantage or disadvantage; a positive number indicates 
Australia has a competitive advantage; while a negative number indicates a weak competitive position. Australia 
has a distinct competitive weakness in terms of ‘Accessibility’ but relative competitive advantage in ‘Attractors’.   
 

Table 3: Australia’s hypothesised competitiveness in the Japanese family market 
vis-à-vis three key markets 

 
 Hawaii Guam US West Coast 
Accessibility  -1 -2 -1 
Attractors 1 2 0 
Infrastructure  0 1 0 
Costs/Value -1 -1 -1 
Consumer perceptions 0 2  1 
Linkages -2 0 -1 
Marketing management & communication 1 1 1 
Origin attributes -2 2 -1 

Note: ‘High’ indicates that Australia compares strongly in the family segment in the origin destination. ‘Low’ 
suggests Australia compares poorly to competing destinations for the family market. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion 
 
While ‘destination management’ is a common expression, its appropriateness at the national level, as discussed 
in this paper, is problematic. The ability and capacity for regional and urban tourism organisations to influence 
the image and infrastructure of their tourism precincts is arguably more profound than that possessed by national 
tourism organisations. The exception is governments controlling small land masses such as Singapore, where the 
Singapore Tourist Board has the dual responsibility of influencing demand by promoting the country overseas 
and influencing supply by formulating urban planning initiatives for the purpose of making Singapore a more 
appealing destination and experience for potential visitors. A destination competitiveness model may, therefore, 
be more useful when applied to geographical areas in which the destination marketing organisation and the 
destination management authority can work cooperatively to achieve common objectives.  

Limitations and Future Research 
Developing a model that approximates the reality of competitiveness in international tourism is an ambitious, if 
not foolish, endeavour.  A number of limitations must therefore be cited. First, apart from the ‘outcomes’ items 
that are measurable, the model is highly qualitative. The model proposed here does not attempt to provide an 
overall assessment of the competitiveness of nations in international tourism. In fact, the author believes this is a 
strength of the model. 

Second, the model is only useful if customer segments – and competitive destinations for those segments – 
are readily and easily identifiable. At the very least, the model obliges destination marketing organisations to 
consider their competitive environment from a customer segment perspective. Mass market tourism is dead. 
Destinations compete for an ever increasing number of small customer segments with specific needs and wants, 
in the same way that Kellogg is forced into brand extension of breakfast cereals. 

The third major limitation is the lack of a weighting mechanism. The geographical proximity of Australia to 
the Singaporean market is a major competitive advantage for travellers seeking a ‘western experience’. This 
proximity, which is one item under ‘Accessibility’ in our inventory, must weigh heavily in determining the 
overall competitiveness of Australia in the island nation. Hu and Ritchie (1993) remind us that a destination is 
composed of “multi-dimensional attributes”, some more important than others in influencing the consumer’s 
evaluation of his or her experience. Similarly, Mo, Howard and Havitz (1993) showed that the primary factor in 
a destination’s appeal was the social and cultural attributes and that the so-called service dimension including 
accommodation, food and transport, was secondary. 

Several research initiatives are suggested. The most obvious is the testing of model in various types of 
destinations, from the national to the regional level. (The immediate challenge facing regional destination 
marketing organisations is the identification of their main segments and main competitors.) 
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Appendix A: Destination Competitiveness Inventory 

 
TARGET 

MARKET: 
 CUSTOMER 

SEGMENT: 
 EXPERIENCE 

SOUGHT: 
 

      
COMPARISON 

VS 
 COMPETITOR 

DESTINATION 
A 

   

      
INSTRUCTIONS: 
FOR EACH FACTOR LISTED BELOW, PLEASE GIVE A SCORE FOR HOW WELL DESTINATION A COMPARES TO 
DESTINATION B. FOR EXAMPLE, IF DESTINATION A IS MUCH CLOSER TO THE TARGET MARKET THAN 
DESTINATION B, THEN DESTINATION A WOULD RATE '2' FOR DISTANCE/FLYING TIME. 

 

 Your Destination  Competitor 
Destination A 

 Much 
More 

Attract. 

Slightly 
More 

Attract. 

Similar Slightly 
More 

Attract. 

Much 
More 

Attract. 

 
Not Relevant 

 
Don’t Know 

ACCESSIBILITY        

Distance/flying time 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Access  Overall 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Frequencies/capacities 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Gateways 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Direct/indirect flights 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Visa requirement 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Speed through customs 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Ease of getting around 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Ease of obtaining 
information of destination 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Ease of combining travel 
to other destinations 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Ease of communication 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

ATTRACTORS        

Generic        

Climate 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Natural wonders/scenery 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Friendliness of locals 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Safe 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Destination Specific        

Wildlife 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Cuisine 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Variety & appeal of special 
events 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

No language problems 
(anshinkan) 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Distinct culture from own 
country 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Indigenous culture 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Uniqueness of experience 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Opposite seasons 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Soft adventure activities 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Sports 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 
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Entertainment 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Variety of SIT experiences 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

COSTS / VALUES        

Favourable exchange rate 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Package price 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Air ticket price 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Accommodation prices 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Domestic transportation 
costs 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Consumer prices 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

INFRASTRUCTURE        

Accommodation - quality 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Accommodation - variety 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Theme parks 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Shopping 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Airport 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Convention centres 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Ease of transportation in 
the destination 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Service quality 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Tour guides 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

CONSUMER 
PERCEPTIONS        

Consumer awareness of 
destination 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Clear, attractive image 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Knowledge of product & 
experiences diversity 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Consideration set 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Value for money 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Safe 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Desirability to visit 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Welcoming to source 
culture 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

MARKETING 
MANAGEMENT        

NTO reputation (by travel 
trade) 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

DMO's trade activities 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

DMO influence on 
destination image 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

DMO's consumer activities 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Travel agent counter staff 
knowledge 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Effective positioning 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Government commitment 
to tourism 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

NTO budget in destination 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Buyer-supplier 
relationships 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Quality tourism research 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Internet sites in language 
of target market 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

LINKAGES        

Religious/cultural linkages 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Influence on target 
government policy making 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Business links 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 
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Educational/family links 2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Foreign investment from 
source market 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

ORIGIN SPECIFIC 
DETERMINANTS        

Desirable cultural 
experience 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

Cultural  anonymity is 
desired/possible 

2 1 0 1 2 X Y 

FINALLY, PLEASE RANK EACH OF THE CATEGORIES IN THE COLUMN PROVIDED IN TERMS OF HOW IMPORTANT 
YOU REGARD IT IN DETERMINING THE COMPETITIVENESS OF ANY DESTINATION COMPETING IN THIS MARKET.  '1' 
IS THE MOST IMPORTANT AND '7' WOULD BE THE LEAST IMPORTANT. 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION. 
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